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SEI, the first Marc Sadler signature kitchen for Euromobil

Falzé di Piave (Tv), 13.03.18 - SEI (six) is kitchen furniture featuring tops, side panels, shelves
and accessories in general just six millimetres thick.

Designed for active users, this is a ‘real’ kitchen
dedicated to those who consider the kitchen a
place in which to work and live, rather than a
mere status symbol.
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Distinguished by a combination of laminates
and quality materials which create contrasts, it
is versatile and, importantly, inexpensive.
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Its ‘all laminate’ configuration (with a technological
variant in Fenix) is transformed into a luxury version by
using marble, elm wood, antiqued stainless steel, etc. To
use a saying from the fashion world: ‘cashmere sweaters
with tennis shoes’, i.e. fashion conscious functional
pragmatism.
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An Austrian-born French man, Marc Sadler has lived and worked as a designer in France,
the U.S.A., Asia and Italy. One of the first to graduate in “esthétique industrielle” at the
ENSAD University of Art and Design in Paris with a dissertation on plastics, he was a
pioneer in experimenting with materials and mixing technologies, which have become the
distinctive traits of his work. In the early 70s he developed the first fully-recyclable
thermoplastic
ski boots which were thereafter industrialized by the Italian company Caber. Thanks to his
eclecticism he now works as a consultant for companies involved with every industrial
sector. He won the Compasso d’Oro award four times (1994, 2001, 2008 e 2014), and
received one Mention of Honour (1998) and two Selections (1994 and 2008) by ADI
Industrial Design Association.Through the years, his work has received many other
international awards.

